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PREFACE

The word 'myth* frequently in contemporary

theological and exe^eeical wrrting. Unnforunnaely, it is 

used with a variety of meanings by different authors, and 

this £,ives rise to the layman's eene*’a;i misunderstanding of 

what is really a technical tei^m, This thesis is an essay 

in the clarification of the notion o^ myyh, through the use 

of the techniques of logical analysis of language.

I should like to acknowledge the advice and 

encouragement given me during the writing of this thesis 

by my supervisor, Dr. R.F. Aidwinckke, and by Dr. H.W. 

Lang, who acted as second reader.
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I

MYTH

The objective of this essay is to draw together 

certain trends of thought derived from study in the general 

areas of myth and language, in order to see what light 

can be shed on such problems as the relation between m^yth 

and truth, and the matter of "demyyhooooizing”.

Our first difficulty is with the word 'myth' itself. 

This is by no means a word whose meaning is made precise 

by consistent usage; the most cursory survey of the relevant 

anthropological or theological writing is sufficient to 

verify this judgment. Edward Tylor, for exampPe, uses 

interchangeably with 'myth* such words as 'legend*, ’fable’, 

'archaic story*, ’fiction’, and ’quaint fancy’, in addition 

to others.1 Although such vague use of language is not 

conducive to dear understanding of the intellectual arti

facts of ancient cultures, it does empPhaize the compPeeity 

of the issues involved in the study of myth due to the 

interpenetration of different modes of symmboic expression, 

different types of "stories'*.

Hence our first task must be to analyze the notion

Ie.B. Tylor, Primitive Cuulure. (Boston, 1#74), I, 
274-2S4.

1
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of myth with a view to suggesting a definition of 'myth’ 

which is adequate to anthropological data. The method 

used is inductive; we draw upon the writings of several 

anthropolooists, philosophers, and students of religion in 

order to point out where the lines of argument appear to 

converge. The result is regarded as an adequate statement 

of the essence of myth, and its usefulness in dealing with 

the anthropological data is demoostrated.

The point of departure is the question of the 

origins of myth. According to Tylor several factors enter 

into the making of myths. These factors are not all of 

the same order, but fall roughly into two types. The first 

is the intellectual matrix which is the necessary condition 

for the generation of mmths. Tylor speaks of a pecuuiar 

ment^^l state which is chaanaceerstic of primitive peooles.2 

Primitive man lives in the myth-making stage in the evolu

tionary development o^ human thought. This mmthopoeic 

oenOttity is much like childhood meenaalty.^

iiihin this intellectual maarix a second factor 

operates as an active principle. Says Tylor,

First and foremost among the causes which transfigure 
into myyhs the facts of daily experience, is the 
belief in the animation of all nature, rising at its 
highest pitch to personification.-

^Ibid.. p. 31bf.

3Ibid., pp. 2* 3 44f, 300f, 392.

4lbid., p. 2$5.
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Animism is the primary dynamic factor. Animistic personi

fication of natural phenomena is abetted in several ways. 

For example, it was by explaining the couse and change 

of nature on the basis of analogy with human action that 

primitive man was able to satisfy his craving to know the 

causes of evenns.-5 Although such analogies seem fanciful 

to us, they helped men of past ages to understand reality 

itself.6

Slbid.. p. 366f. 

6lbid.. p. 29f

7Ibid.. p. 392.

^bid., p. 3O4.

Primitive man also satisfied his speculative 

curiosity by deliberately inventing stories.

hhen the attention of a man in the myyh-making stage 
of intellect is drawn to any phenomenon or custom 
which has to him no obvious reason, he invents and 
tells a story to account for it....?

This story is repeated ad infinHum and becomes entrenched 

as a genuine legend of the ancient past. Many myths 

originate in this way.

The ’’tyranny of speech over the human mind"^ is 

another great stimulus to the development of myyhs; language 

assists myth-making by the very fact that it gives names 

to things. It is very easy, howevvr, for primitive man to 

"realize" words, and so myths are born. * 7
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Another fruitful source of myths is the "stupid 

pragmaatzer’', who does oot have the ability to hold abstract 

concepts io his miod, but is forced to embody them io 

maatrial im^ic^eeto.s This is true io all a^es, oot ooly 

of aocieot times.

By way of summry it cao be said that, accordiog 

to Typo's theory, myths are geoerated by the operatioo of 

animistic beliefs through various channels withio the context 

of the myth-m^ciog meettaity ihhaatCieistii of primitive 

man.

Io Tylor’s thiokitg, what does ’myyh’ meao? As

we have seeo he uses the term very loosely; howeevr, there 

are cej^taio maio lioes suggested io his discussim. Thus, 

a story is a story about the gods aod their activities;

it is a story about optimal or cosmic heroes;!! it is a 

story about ordioary events which are conoroH-ed by super- 

humao beiogs;-I2 it is a story which personofies the heavenly 

bodies or oatural forces such as the wiod.!3

It is readily appareot from Tylor’s use of tei^ms

that ’myyh’ is oot to be defioed io tf^j^ms of what it is about.

9lbidp. 407.

IQIbid., p. 274f.

nIbid.. p. 276.

12Ibid.. p. 265. 

!3lbid.t pp. 337, 345.
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It is equally apparent, on the other hand, that for Tylor 

’myth’ impPies ’not true’, ’not factual*. This judgment 

is borne out by his reference, when discussing explanatory 

tales, to our modern "criterion of poossbility".. Further 

support for this apppaisal is found in the way in which 

he opposes science to myth; science, in fact, checks the 

gr°wth of myyh.15 Appprrenly any fanciful story about the 

cause of events or about the ancient past quuHfies as myth; 

but if ’myyh’ is to be used in this way the only connooation 

which it retains is someehing like ’untrustworthy, ’un- 

sciennific’, ’untrue’. But surely this is to beg the question, 

as will be pointed out later.

Tylor’s theory of the origins of myth has three 

other weaknesses in addition to those associated with his 

use o^ language. The notion of "primitive eeeeirltl", or 

"mj^h-making stage" of human development can be subjected 

to the critccssm that anthropological evidence does not 

support the idea of a p-cuuiar type of meenal "set" which 

is the maarix out of which myths arise. Secondly, and for 

the same reasons, it is douubful that ancient men had the 

speculative interest which Tylor attributes to them. A 

third criticism, suggested here but not to be discussed 

imeddaaely, arises in the form of a question about the 

status o^ the rnLmL^i>ic notions themselves. It is hard to

U-Ibid.. p. 392.

15ibid.. p. 317. 
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see how these notions, embodied in a story, would differ 

from myy,h, in Tyyor's usage; but if they do not differ it 

seems to be the case that Tylor is committed to saying 

that myth gives rise to myyh. This problem will be discussed 

in connection with a theory suggested by Franz Boas.

One element of Tyyoo’s theory which is of value

for our present purposes is contained in his discussion 

of analogy,

from which we have gained so much of our apprehension 
of the world around us. Distrusted as it now' is by 
severer science for its misleading results, analogy 
is still to us a chief means of discovery and illus
tration, whhle in earlier grades of education its 
influence was all but paramount. Ainlogies which _z
are but fancy to us were to men of past ages reality. 1 °

In thus assimilating analogy to myth Tylor makes what seems 

to be an impootant suggestion, nameyy, that myth is a mode 

of apprehending reality. This is a notion to which we shall 

have occasion to return.

Some of the foregoing criticisms of an approach

such as Tylor’s to the problem of myth are suggested by 

Mlinowski, who says,

From my own study of living m^hs among savages, I 
should say that primitive man has to a very limited 
extent the purely artistic or scientific interest in 
nature; there is but little room for symbolism in his 
ideas and tales; and mj^h, in fact, is not an idle 
rhapsody, not an aimless outpouring of vain im^ad^i^^ngs, 
but a hard-working, extremely ^pc^ant cultural force. 
Besides ignoring the cultural function of mmth, this 
theory imputes to primitive man, a number of imaginary 
interests, and it confuses several clearly distinguishable

16Ibid.. p. 297. 
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types of story, the fairy tale, the legend, the saga, 
and the sacred tale or myyh.i<

Mainowski also criticises the interpretation of myfhs as 

attempts to explain abstract ideas by concrete means, lie 

points out that an idea such as death, for example, is not 

at all vague or abstract, but a concrete, ever-present fact 

of experience.-^

As is indicated imnmVisaely above one of Mlinowssk's 

primary concerns is to avoid abstracting myths from their 

whole cultural "there is an intimate association

between myth and ritual, between sacred tradition and the 

norms of social structure".. Myth must therefore be studied 

in relation to its cultural function. MaHnowssi ’s main 

thesis is thus stated in the following way:

zMyyhT' is not an explanation in satisfaction of a 
scientific interest, but a narrative resurrection of 
a primeval reality, told in satisfaction of deep 
religious wwi-ns, moral cravings, social subrnmisions, 
assertions, even practical requiremenns. Myy,h fulfills 
in primitive culture an indispensable function: it 
expresses, enhances, and coddfies belief; it safe
guards and enforces moorUty; it vouches for the 
efficiency ritual and contains practical rules
for the guidance of man. Myth is thus a vital ingredient 
of human civilization; it is not an idle tale, but a 
hard-worked active force; it is not an intellectual 
explanation or an artistic imagery, but a pragmatic 
charter of primitive faith and moral wisdom.*•'”

IBronra^w Maaiirwski, Magic, Scieice, and Rel^io^ 
(Glencoe, Ill., 194$), p. 75»

lgIbid., p. 86f.

19Ibid. p. 76.

20ibid.. p. 79.
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In the process of t ivint evidence for his theory 

Maainowski makes some useful distinctions among fairy-tale 

or folk-tale, legend, and martth or sacred tradition.'x 

Stories of the first group are not reHly taken seriously, 

and are told primarily for enjoymenn. Legends, on the other 

hand, are a combination of historical tales and hearsay 

accounts, whether of distant places, ancient times, or 

perhaps events in which the narrator himself took part. 

Legends are often regarded as true stories. They sometimes 

reflect the hopes and ambitions of different social groups.

In c^r^mrast. with both of these groups of stories 

is m^h. Myyh, as a narrative, is not meeely a story told 

as a performance for the muuual enjoyment of narrator and 

audience; nor is it only an attempt to recount past historical 

events which seem significant in some way. Myyhs always 

refer to a precedent which is the ideal and justification 

for a present action; ’’the rituals, ceremonaes, customs, 

and social irganazaliin...are regarded as the results of 

mythical ev^r^t",22 Wot only does myth refer to a primeval 

reality which is greater than thnt in which primitive man 

lives his daily life, which determines his present action, 

and which gives hiim motives for rituu!23uut myth is also

~xIiid., pp. 79-84. This distiactiia is made by the 
Trobrnaad Islanders themselves, among whom Maainowski lived 
for several years.

22liid.. p. 85.

2Ibid., p. 8o.
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believed to be efficacious in making that primeval reality 

present reality.24

24pbid.. p. 79.

2^lbid», pp. 9bf., 102f.

26Ibic,.. p. 114.

2^Ibid.. p. 119.

Malinowski discovers three kinds of m^yhs. First, 

there are myths of origins, for exampPe, of races, clans, 

and their relationships. The cultural function of myths 

of this type is to justify certain social situations, for 

example, those arising out of differences o^ rank or power 

among various people or groups of peoope.* 25 Such a myth i.s 

never regarded as a fairy-tale or a mere narrative about a 

past event but as a statement about a reality which is highly 

influential in the present situation.

A second type of myth is that whose subject is the 

recurrent cycle of life and death. The function of myths 

this type is to help primitive people tolerate the impact 

of accident, disease, and death upon them. Says Mlinowski 

of natives with whom he was acquainted,

They would screen, with the vivid texture of their 
myth, stories, and beliefs about the spiirtwoord, 
the vast emotional void gaping beyond them.20

The third group of myths are those connected with 

maagc. These myths function to justify the claims of certain 

piop1i or groups to social p^i^wr.2?
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Malinowski coneluces that,

The function of myth...is to strengthen tradition and 
endow it with a greater value and prestige bt tracing 
it back to a higher- better, more supernatural realitt 
of initial events. B

Mat can be said by way of appraisal? Perhaps what

is moot significant about MUnowssk’s discussion is the 

clarity with which he demyntit'ates the fact that myth has 

a no^aiive function in culture. This conclusion is the 

basis of his distinction between myth and other types of 

narrative; we are thus given considerable assistance in the 

task o^ defining ’myth’.

iiith respect to this task, howwvvr, we discover

in Maainowski a difficulty which is similar to that pointed 

out in Tytoo’s theory. There the problm was that of the 

status o^ the an:imi^t;ic ideas which are yaanfested in yjths. 

MaHnowssk, whose usage of ’myth* seems c^r^nii^ltentlt to 

include the idea of narrative, also speaks of ideas which 

underlie the narratives:

I have presented the facts and told the myths in a 
manner which imp^es the existence of an extensive 
and coherent scheme of beliefs. This scheme does not 
exist, of comse, in any exppicit form in the native 
folk-lore. But it does correspond to a definite 
cultural reality, for Hl the concrete manifestations 
of the natives’ beliefs, feelings, and forebodings 
with reference to death and after-life hang together 
and form a great organic unR,... The myths are but 
part of the organic whole; they are an exppicit develop
ment into narrative of certain crucial points in 
native belief.4^

28Ibid.. p. 122.

29lbid.. p. 112f.
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Here, then, is the same problem, for it is primaaily the 

coherent scheme of beliefs which is n^tr^aat^ve, rather than 

the narratives in which these beliefs are manff^j^'^ed.

This problem is also at the bottom of Franz Boas’

refusal to distinguish between mjy,hs and folk-atels on the 

basis of subject maa^e]". He observed that the same story 

elements or plot can appear both in mjy,hs and folk-tales.30 

Boas therefore makes an explicit distinction between mytho

logical concepts and the narratives in which they are lmPbdeed. 

n^^yyahOeo,scal concepts are the f‘uodtpeeOal views of the 

consSitutioo o^ the world and of its origin".

boas does not explain why he calls such fuodtmeenal 

concepts "pyyhoOogscal" but it can be suggested that it is
32 ^cause they are me^ph^^ca! or supersensuous notions.3 

There are two main features of such concepps. They are either 

personm?lotions, or they have to do with a pyyhical world 

which is either slaaitley or temp^raiy distinct from the 

world of common human experience. All of these chaaaaceris- 

tics can appear t,ogether, of cotuse.33

Primitive people take their myths seriously in the

3°Franz ed., General Anthropolo, . y, (New York,
193*0, P. o09.

31' Ibia• , loc• cit•
^David Bidnry, Theeoerical Anthropology, (New York, 

19530, P. 290.

33jboas, op. cCtp. 622f.
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sense that the myths are about maters which are of great 

importance to them. Thus cultural rchieveeedes, the signi

ficance of rites and customs, aanger from dndm.di or animals, 

tool-making and tool-using, ano thoughts about the future 

are elements of their myths.-^

Boas’ distinction between concepts and

myths as narratives is apparerinly a useful analytic device. 

It is valuable for making possible precise speech; as wi.l 

become more evident the notion of eylhoOooical concepts as 

opposed to particular narratives which might be called myths 

is a main concern of this essay.

Thus far we have indicated two aspects of myth which 

are impprtant for our present purposes, name-y, the idea 

that myth is a mode of apprehending reality, and the fact 

that myth is norm^t^:lve in culture. The first of these is 

developed in detail by Ernst CcassT-er. In essence his con

clusion is that myth is one of several forms of intuition 

of reality.

CcriSrce’s point of departure is the apparently 

^tnomeloui fact that although theory of knowledge has been 

concerned throughout its recent history with the apprehension 

of "facts" it has ignored other persistently recurring forms 

of human intellectual activity; theory of knowledge has 

disregarded religion and myth as products of suppersition 

and ignorance. Buu, says Cassi'er, such a solution to the 

problem of mjyth is too simple. Such phenomena cannot be

34lbid.. p. 616
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rejected out-of-hand; their irrepressible nature indicates 

a lively spiritual function which should be investigated in 

its own science, for exanpPe, rejects as

inadequate and even as a hindrance to its purpose of explana

tion, the verbal propositions of common speech, for common 

language eXiihbts an impplcit suhbtancce-ttribute meeaphysic 

which is alien to mcoiern science; cevvetieless, according 

to Caassrer, this aspect of common language which science 

finds misleading is traceable back to a form of intuition 

which is independent of the mode of cognntion which characcerizes 

science, and is, indeed, .3° Cassirer m^l^es this

point when he says, with reference to theoretical science, 

that it is always essenCitlly the same no maater what its 

objects are—

Just as the sun’s light is the same no maater what 
weelth and variety of things it may illuminate. The 
same may be said of any symbboic form, of language, 
art, or myth, in that each of these is a particular 
way of seeing, and carries within itself its particular 
and pecuHar source of light. The function of en- 
visagement, the dawn of conceppual enlightenment can 
never be realistically derived from things themselves 
or understood through the nature o^ its objective 
contents. For it it not a question of what we see in 
a certain perspective, but of the perspective itself.^'

As is evident from the foregoing, the position from 

which Ccasirer approaches the problem of myth is the fundtmeeCal

35e. Casij^<^^, Language and Myth, trans, and with an 
intro, by S.K. Lca'inge', (United' States, n.d.), p. viii.

^Susanne K. Langer, "On Caassree-’s 'theory of Language 
and Myyh" in Paul Arthur Schilpp, ed., The Philosophy of 
Ernst Caassrer, (Evanston, 1949), p. 3#5.

^Cca^rer, op.cci.. p. I1 
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principle of Haan's "Copprnican revolution”. This is 

exp^oit^ stated at the beginning of Volume Two of his 

Philosophy of Sym^Hc Forms.- f

It is one of the first essential insights of critical 
philosophy that objects are not "given" to conscious
ness in a rigid, finished state, in their naked "as 
suchness’-, but that the relation of representation to 
object presupposes an independent, spontaneous act of 
consciousness. The object does not exist prior to and 
outside o^ synthetic unity but is connsituted only by 
this synthetic unity; it is no fixed form that impuints 
itself on consciousness but is the product of a formative 
operation effected by the basic instrumietalitt of 
consciousness, by intuition and pure thought. The 
Philosophy of Syjboic Forms takes up this basic 
critical idea, this fundamestal principle of Hafs 
"C^f^t^e^i^zican revolution”, and strives to broaden it.
It seeks the categories of the consciousness of objects 
in the theooeeical, intellectual sphere, and starts 
from the assumption that such categories must be at 
work wwhrever a cosmos, a chhaaaceeistic and typical 
world view, takes form out of the chaos o^ imppessions. 
All such world views are made possible only by specific 
acts of objectivization, in which mere impressions are 
reworked into ’peei-fic, formed representations.

Wien Caassrer speaks of myyh, art, language, and 

science as symbols he does not mean that they r^ely refer 

to, or copy, a given reality; they "are not imitations, 

but organs o^ reality, since it is solely by their agency 

that anything real becomes an object for intellectual 

_rr__________  _ •* It would thus seem whcHy legitimate, on

Ccas^er's view, to regard as analytic the statement that 

myth is a mode o^ apprehending reality.

In discussing Ccas^er's idea of myth it is necessary

3°e. Caiii^(^s’, MyW^cal Though^ trans. R. Manheim. 
Vvl. II of The Philosophy o^ Syrnmblic (New Haven,
1955>» P.
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to keep in mind that he is primarily interested in the odyssey 

of the human spirit through its various modes of expression. 

He is therefore rnore interested in giving an account of how 

the "myyh h ca 1 consciousness" works, than in its products; 

he is more concerned with the dynamism which gives rise to 

myyhs, than in the narratives them^s^lv^s. Caassrer, howevvr, 

speaks of the T’mythecal consciousness" in a way closely 

similar to the way in which we have thus far spoken of rnjysh 

or of myth<:>ioiical concepps, and we can justifiably read 

statements about mjyth from his statements of how the "mythecal 

consciousness" operates.

According to Ccassrer the basic trait of myth is the 

fundlmenaal distinction which it makes between the "sacred" 

and the "profme".-9 This distinction is not made on the 

basis of the objective content of myth, but is itself a 

0^^^afterstic "accent" of myyhecal thinking. Caassrer givess 

vs some clues to the content of the idea of the "sacred".

An analysis of the concepts of "mana" and "taboo" discloses 

that these concepts essei-nially distinguish between the 

common and customary aspects of daily life, and the unknown, 

extraordinary, or unusual. The unknown realm is filled 

with threats ana dangers, and with forces, and ioisiiinitnes 

different from those which are famiiiar in ordinary daily 

life. In the presence of the unknown man's reaction is 

anbinvlent, at least after sheer terror is overcome.

when mere bestial terror becomes an lstoniehment 
moving in a twofold direction, composed of oppooite 
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emooions—fear and hope, awe and admirUm-- when 
sensory agitation thus seeks for the first time an 
issue and an expression. man stands on the threshold 
of a ne^w spirituality. It is this c^E^aE^atf^ei^i^lLic 
spirituality which is in a sense reflected in the 
idea of the sacred.-1^

This primary division between sacred and profane 

permutes Hl myth; it is what makes the myyhical world a 

unity. In this respect the distinction between sacred and 

profane in mrt,ln,ci^l thinking; functions analogously to the 

sciennific concept of a general law: both serve to stabilize 

their respective perceptual wwi'lds.^

Am^her basic chalaaCeerstic of myth is the way in 

which the reality which it posits lacks depth, both slaaillly 

and temmlrrllly• Ocassrer traces this Ch^lc^aCf^ei.stit to the 

way in which mythical thinking operates. Unnike emmiiical 

(sciennific, conceptual) thinking which is thilrltterstitally 

analytic, rnyythcal thinking is commllVely absorbed in the 

total impression of the instant. Coonc^pua1 thinking breaks 

down its percepts, trmmllres their parts, locates them in a 

system, and constantly revises the synthesis. The content 

of myyhical thinking, on the other hand, is not differentiated 

into its parts. There is therefore no distinction between 

a ’’world of truth” and a "world of appearance”, nor a dis

tinction between a thing and an image, between the real and 

the representation. Similarly there is no distinction

•^IUd.. p. 7S. svv ako pp. 7bff.

4QIbid.. p. 81.
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between the teoppoally past, present and future; there is 

only a oyyhhcal present; the same is true of space. It is 

thus possible, in my^^al thinking, for rites to be 

efficacious, and for their participants to be identified 

with deity, for in the myth space and time are overcome. 

R^eaiLty has only one dimension in mvfh.^1

A parallel aspect of 07.111x31 thinking is the 

principle, pars pro toto. The relationship between the 

part and the whole is not representational or syrnOooic 

but real, structural. "The part, in oyyhhcal terms, is 

the same thing as the who!.e, because it is a real vehicle 

of efficacy...."^2

Other chaaracterstics of myth can be inferred from 

the foregoing. For example, since in myyhic thought a 

total compilex is not separated into its elrm;nSs, mere 

conSisuity or co-existence is a causal reelaiioS3 or 

the same reason myyhical thinking is oriented towards the 

idea of substance. Even commlex relations and attributes 

assume the status of substances.2*2*

Io assessing Ccassrer's philosophical account of 

myth it is perhaps imputant to distinguish between anthro

pological facts and philosophical explanation. Thus, if

41 Ibid.. pp. 30-36, 83-94, 104-118.

42i^.. p. 50.

43Ibid.. pp. 40-45, ,1ff.

^^id, pp. 13fi'.
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one is sympathHc to the basically Kannian intellectual 

postulate from which C^as^s^j^’er begins one can readily accept 

his account of the way in which myth is conniitutiel of 

reality as it is perceived in this mode. If one is un- 

symplnaeeic> howevvr, one raises the obvious criticcism that 

for Caniirlr "reality as perceived" “ "reality as constructed"; 

but this raises the whole problem o^ the objective reference 

of myyh. C^^s^s^irer recognizes this, of course, and argues 

in support of his case that it provides a more adequate 

account of man’s spiritual expressions than the theory of 

the naive realist who supposes that he has direct knowledge 

of objects; the critccsm suggested above thus rests on 

questionable assuppPioos, according to ^C^ss^si.e It is 

evident that this issue cannot be settled apart from dealing 

with wide-ranging epistemological questions, which is not 

our present purpose. It is our purpose merely to show the 

looiibiliay that it might be philosophically defensible to 

regard myth as a mode of apprehending reality, in the sense 

that myth supples the structure of a world view. Chisst^ 

regards the structural principle as of the order of mind, 

dynamic, and operating with an imiminent sense of direction 

and aim. If we are critical of the way in which Cdss-rer 

has thus formulated his thesis we mi^ht be able to restate 

the whole problem of the rllntOooihil between myth and

^5Caassrer, Lan^ua^e and ilyth. pp. 6-8. 
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language in a way which will take account of CarsSree's 

insights and yet not involve some of his Kanim, and 

indeed, Hemeim, cnImetmeees. This we shall try to do 

in a succeeding chapper.

Cassirer himself suggests certain aspects of such 

a restatement. In a discussion of the relation between 

myth and language he says,

Al theoretical cognntion takes its departure from a 
world already pre-formed by language; the sclenAst, 
the historian, even the philosopher, lives with his 
objects only as language presents them to him^°

This statement, and its context, give us an account 

of the several levels of menna! activity which unddrlie 

intellectual cognntion. Wooking back through these strata 

we have, first, a world of ideas and eeenings. But this 

ta^r^ed intelleciurl sUurture^? prniuppoies the rctivity 

of naming, or denoting, which is the process whereby the 

gross, elementary sensations are converted into ideas and 

memaings, thus making sensation accessible to cognntioe. 

But it is just this process of denoting which connsitutes 

a problem, for denotation presupposes the selection of 

certain propperies, and not others, from the field of random 

sense im^p^r^l^J^:ions. what is the criterion for this act?

^Ibid., p. 2$.

^7See A.N. Whtehead, Science and the Mooern voord, 
(New York, 195#), p. viii, and Ompper III; e.g., p. 49.
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Mat is it that leads or conatraias language to collect 
just these ideas into a single whole and denote them 
by a word? Mat causes it to select, from the ever
flowing , ever-uniform stream of impressions which strike 
our senses or arise from the autonomous processes of the 
mind, certain pre-eminent forms, to dwell on.them and 
endow them with a particular "sngnifClance"?1+■£

For an aasw^r Cassirer points to the similarity in 

function between myth and words. One C^c^a^£^aC€^e^i.stic of 

myyhecal thinking is its intoxication with the nmneliatl 

sensible present, its tendency to focus Hl aspects of the 

nmneliatl experience upon a single po±nt;. In such a situa

tion the my^hoa!^ significant attributes or relations are 

objecCified, eypoitalized: a god or demon is created. When 

the i^mmldact of the situation is somewliat abated, erwwver, 

such a "mommenary god" does not pass away, but continues to 

be effective.^

Simiiarly,

the primary function of linguistic concepts does not 
connist in the crmmalisra of experiences and the 
selection of certain common attributes, but in the 
conccnaratioa o^ such experiences, so to speak, dis- 
tillnng them down to one point.5°

Thus, in the same way in which gods" are created,

so do words achieve an independent existence, in a sense, 

and begin subsequently to draw the limits and outlines o^ 

things. An nmportaat factor in the positing of certain 

quunties as opposed to others, which are suppressed, is the

^Clssirlr, Language and MyM. p. 24f.

. pp. 32-36.

5QIbid.. p. 37.
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interest of the subbect. Thus,

the order of nrmevnClturv does not rest on the external 
simi^a'ities among things or events, ^utt/ different 
items be^ir the same name, and are subsumed under the 
same concept, whenever their functional significance 
is the same, i.e., whenever they hold the same place 
or at least analogous pl^es in the order of human 
activities and purpooss.^l

Here, again, it might be argued that Ccasiiee's 

treatment of language follows lines determined by his Kannian 

presuppositions; yet the conclusion seems unavoidable that 

in this discussion Ccassrer has brought forward anthropo

logical data which seem to bear out his working principle.^2 

In his own way he indicates the close rtlltroiiiil which 

obtains between myth, on the one hand, and theoretical, 

preChical, moora, aesthetic, and social forms o^ human 

express^^ on the otW.55 Caster's main trnnributioi 

to our own purpose in this essay is his argument that these 

close rtlatroiiiils are effected through language.

5^Ibid.. p. 4°.

52Ibid.. pp. 39ff.

53Ibid., p. 44

Ccas^er's thesis concerning the relation of myth 

to language has shown us how myth is irrmmaive in culture 

in a sense other than that suggested by anthropologists such 

as Maiirwskk. There, mjih was normative in the sense that 

it provided a charter of belief and action; that is, mjyth 

is a way of stating, and validating the standards assumed by * 52 53 
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society in order to regulate its functioning. Here, in 

Ccassrer's thesis, myth is oormotive also in the sense that 

it pr^i^s toe tat^tioos whico ^oguage rxplerttr..^ 

he immrdiaelt ask ourselves about the connection 

which might lie between these two senses of 'nol'oaat.vr*. 

Is there a connection between the way in which myth functions 

as a validation of custom and rite, and its role in relation 

to language? Io his discussion of myth Mircea Eliade makes 

some suggestions which have a bearing upon this question.

According to Eliade, myth is archaic ontology. Thus, 

If one goes to the trouble of penetrating the authentic 
meaning of as archaic myth or symObl, one cannot but 
observe that this moaning shows a recognotioo of a 
certain situation in the cosmos and that, consequunOly, 
it implies a meeaphytical loottiln.51

The technical philosophical terms which centuries of use have 

rendered faoiiiar, for example "being”, "becoming”, and so 

oo, are not found in the languages of archaic cultures; but,

r i
?This raises the "problem” of the relative priority, 

io a chronological sense, of language and myyh. Io so far as 
this might be a problem in the present discussion it can be 
resolved by recalling that Ccassrer is primarily ioerrrstri 
io the "10^0031 consciousness" rather than io its products. 
Hence it cao be said that primitive linguistic formications 
are conceived oytehcatly; i.e., they receive their chaaaaceris 
tic accent through the oythOcal consciousness: "for, no 
matter how widely the contents of mj^h and language may 
differ, yet the same form of memOa! conception is operative 
in both". (Language aoa My^, p. 64.) Thus, although as a 
narrative myth presupposes language as a oemOngful patters 
of sambos, yet the language itself is conceived mytthcaaly, 
and expresses my^iaa! intuitions in its very structure.
(See also Schilpp, op.cci.. p. 385).
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although the words are not found, the meeaphytical interest 

is there, expressed in a different way; as Eliade says, 

the meeaphhyscal concepts of the archaic world were 
not always formulated in theoretical language; but 
the symboo, the myth, the rite, express, on different 
planes and through the means proper to them, a complex 
system of coherent affirmations about the ultimate 
reality of things, a system that can be regarded as 
con^idting a meeaaphysic. 55

A f'lndtmeelCal aspect of this archaic ontology is

its impplcit devaluation of the emppiical woold. Ob0ecti 

in the emppiical woold, and human actions as well, do not 

have any intrinsic value, nor do they have autonomous being. 

Such things acquire existence and meaning only in so far 

as they participate in a transcendent reality. This trans

cendent reality is thought of as a celestial archetype, 

human institutions imitate it, and human actions are 

significant in so far as they foioow paradigme^c acts 

done by gods, heroes, or ancestors in the primoo-ridal, 

my^hoa!, past.

For ancient men, therefore, myths w^e"e always a 

revelation of a creative and exemf)pary reality, "the 

foundation of a structure of reality as well as of a kind 

of human OehitVouur.-c’t) "Myyhs reveal the structure of 

reality, and the muHiple moddaiiies of being in the world. 

That is why they are the exemmpary moodls for human behaviour",

55m. Eliade, Cosmos and History. (New York, 1959), p. 3. 

Eliade, Myyhs, Dreams, and Myyteeres. (London,
I960), p. 14.

57lbid.. p. 15.
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It is here indicated not only thna myth is norppaivl 

in culture, but why; myth is the entire foundation of life 

and culture because it is thought to be the expression of 
sSabsolute truth; ‘ the sacred, the real, the significant, the 

valuable, are all disclosed in m^yt^.59 Myth furnishes the 

ontological categories of ancient thought and language.

Having compPetld our survey, how shall we define 

’myii’? It is perhaps best to preserve the word for

speaking about oarrntieli; this is to accept common usage 

of the term. It is convelnent, howevvr, to take advantage 

of kjas’ distinction between the narratives and the conceptual 

marix out of which they arise. It is obvious that any 

particular myth (narrative) can neuppbate the battery of 

pyyhoOoo,Scal concepts only oas'tialey. It is equally obvious 

that it is impoosible to define ’mj^h’ in any significant 

way after making, Boas’ distinction without stating the 

lisenninl chor•raCaeiitics of the conceptual background of 

the narrative. For the sake of economy, and also in order 

to emmlihaize the integral rlentOooiOio between particular 

myths (narratives) and the myyhooogical concepts which they 

embooiy, we shall hereafter use the symbol ’Myth’ to denote 

such concepps, which form the background o^ the narratives 

themselves. 53

53Ibd.. p. 23<

59por compdete ^scuss^n of the evidence see the 
two books by Eliade which are cited here, particularly 
pp. 7-56 of Myyhs, Dreams, and Myytalies.
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v.e shall thus define ’Myth* in two steps. Myth 

is that complex but coherent body of ideas, which might 

or might not be consciously held, which connsitute the 

understanding of the ultimate nature of reality prevalent 

in a given society. This step "locates” Myth in the realm 

of that which is logically prior to overt linguistic for^mu- 

lation. Step two is as follows: the chief chhaaaceeistic 

of Myth as thus located is its identification of the 

sacred and the real.

It might be approppiate here to point out some of 

the advantages of defining ’Myyh1, and by imPication, 

’iy■th’ in this way. First, the definition is adequate 

to the way in which anthropoOolhsti, theologians, and 

philosophers most often use the word; this can be seen by 

referring to the works already discussed, or to others. 

furthermore, the definition is not too broad, for its 

statement of the chief chhaaaCteistic of Myth forestalls 

the possible objection that by this definition the body 

of OrssuppooStions of any coherent intellectual expression 

could be called Myyh. But this is not possible, for as 

has been pointed out from time to time the ideas of the 

sacred, the divine, or that which o^ utmost significance 

for the people involved, have always been integral to 

Myyh. Laasly, it is wwrth noticing that the definition 

does not prejudice the question of the truth or falsity 

of myths; the significance of this will not appear unnil
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later.

ve are still left, howwver, wwth a question which 

has recurred from time to time in this essay: k'hat is the 

status of eyyhhnongca:l concepts? i.e are now able to formu

late the question more precisely: khat is the logical 

function of Myth in myths? In order to answer this question 

we must first describe the logical structure of language. 

To this task we now turn.



II

LANGUAGE

In the history of philosophy the pedlar philoso

phical interest designated by the word 'meeapphsscs' has 

been variously described. For ArriSorlt, who called it 

First Philosophy, it was the inquiry which considers Being 

as Being, he argued for the existence such an inquiry 

on the ground that each of the special sciences investigates 

a sphere of Being which is limited by certain special 

conations. First Philosophy, on the other hand, invessi- 

gates not particular kinds of Being, but Being as ilti. A 

part of this inquiry is analysis of such notions as identity 

and difference, unity and pluj-saity, and so on, which are 

assumed and used in common by the special sciences.-

First Philosophy attempts to discover Being's struc

tural principles, in particular the structural principles 

of substance, which is the primary mode of Being. The task 

of First Philosophy, then, is the analysis of the notion of 

substance in terms of the four types o^ causal relation
2 

into which it can enter.

27

lL.F. peared., The Nature of Meetlphsscs, (London 
1957), P. If.

2A.E. Tay^^ A^f^totL^, (New York, 1 2955), p. 42.
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The idea melaphytics as a general study whose

conclusions are presupposed by the special sciences, present 

in Arritotle, is of first neportaacl in such philosophers 

as DicciIlis and Kann. Kann, mooeover, was interested in 

securing the eeeaphhtScal foundations of ethics, as was 

Spinoza before him. here, in attempts to provide a trans- 

cead€naal underwwiting of pronouncements on human behaviour 

is another concept of what eelaphytics is abc^t^u.^

faith Kam, erwwvvr, we have a revolution in the 

history of philosophy. Kant was fully aware of the claims 

of classical deductive m^e^t^]^b43^c^icc to give certain knowledge 

o^ reality which transcends Hl possible limits of human 

experience; he was equally aware of Hume's destructive
I

critccSsm of such melapPetSic.1* He was convinced that 

eelaphhtccal propoiStiras, in order to rank as knowledge, 

mmut draw, in come sense, upon the realm sensory experience 

for their content; at the same time, howe-ver, their truth 

must be independent of sensory experience. This is to say 

that eelaphytics is properly concerned with synthetic

priori irrpoiStiras.y

Humm's critccSsm of classical eeeaphytics is directed 

against such principles as "every effect must have a cause

^Pears, op.cct.. p. 12f.

^1. prrleg;relal to any fotture MelaapetScs,
trans. Peter G. Lucas, (Mlahester," 1^53), p. 9.

5Ibid., p. 24.
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equal to or greater than the effect itself”. The point of 

Humm's attack was the notion of causation itself; his argu

ment is that in our sense experience there is no referent 

to which the word 'cause’ can be applied; hence there is no 

such thing as causation, except in the attenuated sense that 

it is a useful, though spontaneous and arbitrary meeis! 

conntx’uct; rneeaphyyical nrhUieslts, based on the notion of 

real efficacy in the woold, are unfounded. This critCcssm 

was also effective against eighteenth-century natural 

science; hence, a p^irt of Kan's problem was the very 

0Ooiibjliet of a meSaphytics having coggntive value.

Kurt’s revolution, whereby he thought to overcome 

Humm’s destructive critccsm of science and ieeaphyyics, 

lay precisely in taking seriously, w^hle rsformuUating, 

Hiumm's notion that the concept of causation is imposed by 

the mind upon sense data and not "read out of” sense ex

perience. For Kant, then, perception is not a mere passive 

receptivity by the mind of ”imipessilns’’ from external

nor is knowledge a mere arranging of such impressions 

according to their .iiilariet, difference, or conniguitt.

On the cou^ary, knowing involves an activity of the mind, 

whereby it necessarily superimposes the forms of intuition, 

(space and time), and the categories of the understanding 

upon the gross sensuous data, in order to connsruct experience. 

In brief, for Kant objects determine the content of the mind 

much less than the structure o^ the mind determines the 
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structure of the phenomenal world, which is what we experience, 

hence, an analysis of the formal structure of the process of 

knowing enables Kant to elicit thu a priori elements of ell 

thought and experience. These elements, the categories or 

concepts of the understanding and the forms of intuition 

(perception), are such notions as unity, oluraaiay, totality, 

iubstnncl, cause, and oooiiiiliay, to name but a few.3 

These are the same notions which Arrstotle though were the 

concern of First Philosophy. For Kant they are the formal, 

consiiauaivl principles of all knowledge and experience. 

Thus natural science is possible since our experience of 

causiniay is not illusory; on the contrary, the notion of 

caussnity is a prlslpporitiro of experience.?

Kant was convinced aOna the concepts of the under

standing w^ire of use only v/hen applied to the realm of 

phenomena. If applied beyond the realm of possible human 

experience they yielded illusion, not knowledge. In this 

way arise the antinomies of pure reason, aOna is, puUulnlt 

contradictory propooitiroi which can be depooniratld with

°Ibid., pp. 62, 65.

?It might seem at first glance that Kant is saying 
the same thing as Hume, aOna is, aOnt Kant, too, is arlntins 
causation as a ppiOsI conosruct. Kant attempts to evade 
this difficulty with his distinction bet^weeo pOenrmeon and 
ooumena; we do not- know things in themselves; all we know 
is phenomena; but this conositltli our experience, and the 
categories are a necessary preslppor.Sti.oo of that experience. 
It appears aOnt Kant has deliberately avoided the onto
logical question which is involved.
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cogency.

It is not our intent to argue the relative merits 

of Kaan’s philosophy; we are concerned n^rdy to shioi.' how 

he deals in a new way with the meapnhtical issues with 

which Aristotle dealt in a different way; the problems 

remain, but the form in which they appear changes. It is 

precisely for this reason that we introduced his idea that 

coo:Jnctivelt significant language must be limited to the 

realm of phenomena. To use modern terms, we mieht say that 

for Kant

all meetCngful uses of language, and all thought, 
presuppose a certain constant background or cmnext, 
and they lose all sense and meaning when they are 
extended outside this connext. The forms of language 
itself show what this context is, and they are what 
they are because of it. Unddmeath all the particular 
gramnimrs of particular languages, there is a deeper 
grammar which reflects the universal features of human 
expeeiencc.... '

’we can nov; see how sh^irt a step it is from Kant to 

moolern linguistic philosophy: to distinguish between the 

patteitl and formal elements of cognctive experience, ana 

to distinguish between the matteitl and formal elements of 

language, is to do the same thing, in so far as language 

itpbbOizei experience; to speak of the ’’categories of the 

understanding” is to speak of the structural features of 

discursive language. This means that the philosophical 

inquiry which is called ”lmeapPiyics” is now pursued by

d
I. Kant, Critique of Pure Keasont trans. F. Max 

MuHer, (London, 1900 ) ' pp. 32^ff.

9pears, oipck.. pp. 24f.
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making statements about language itself, or morn accurately, 

about as ideal language.^

The assumption which ^11^1.1^ the ’’linguistic 
turs"*1 in toe oittort of philosopht is that the structura!. 

features of an ideal language are correlated point-by-poist 

with the structural features of the worlr.C<•rfOit is not a 

totally un^usd^ assumption it would seem, sioce we are io 

fact able to com■unOiatr with one another, aod to function 

io the world on the basis of such cummniccailo.

It is necessary here to clarify the distinction 

assumed above Ortwrro ’’ordinary” language aod an "ideal” 

language. Oodinary language is language as lr(iioarilt 

spokes aod understood by the proverbial "man on the street;" • 

Ordinary language, Oowevvr, because of certain defects is 

unsu^ed for rigorous philosophical inquiry. For exmope, 

it does sot clearly iittinguisil between different senses 

of the same word io different contexts; thus, the copula, 

i^ is used in at least four iiffrrrse ways:1^

(1) predication: "JoOs is tall".

(2) classification: "A man is a mammal".

(3) iirnSitt: "Tlie father of JoOo is the husband of

^Gustav Bergmann , The Meraploytict _ of Loogcal 
Poostivisa, (New York, 19147, pp. lOff., 38.

11lbj^u«, p. 33*

l^Ib.jcl.. pp. 11, 238.

^Ibid., p. 9.
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(4) as a sign that an existential claim is being made:

’’Them is an x.......... "

Because of such defects an ideal l^^^guag^ must be constructed 

An ideal language is one which is able, in principle, to 

say everything which can be said about the world without 

using w.ords rmeiguonlsly.

In order to talk about such a language we need a 

eenalangua£e,J■^ which ls simply lannurgn ^out langurg.e. 

When we describe the ammanics and syntax o^ the ideal 

language, the t^t^ei we use are eertringnliitic; they do not 

denote ennities in the woold; that is to say that they do
I

not have ontological ’’backing”.

We are now in a position to outline the logical 

skeleton of an ideal language. In any language which is 

used for cnrmeniccaine the bulk of its symbols enter into 

two different types of relationships. They are related 

first to things in the woold; that is, every language which 

talks about the world uses certain of its iymeols to ’denote1 

’refer to’, ’describe * things. This is the snmeneic relation 

Secondly, there is the rnlriine between words and other words 

this is the synnactic relation, the grammar of the language 

which speccfies how 5X^0^ are to be put together to make 

commlex symeols (sentences) having their own unique eeaniens 

over and beyond that of the terms taken individually. To

1g1.M. Co^, SyntoHc Longc, (New Yot~]k, 193^4)> see 
pp. l#8f. for detailed rrg;ueene.
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use Kannim terms we might characterize the two relations 

roughly by saying that words functioning, in the ivmaaliic 

relation deliver to discourse the "percepts”, or emiliical 

content, that which the discourse is about; the syntax of 

the language, its 1'1.01.11X81 structure which is independent 

of "le^cepls’’, is "filled in" by emiiiicll data. It is 

syntax which makes ei.icrursv possible, just as it is the 

categories of the understanding and the forms of intuition 

which make experience possible.

Having made the distinction between the iemaliic

and syitactic dimensions of language we discover that language 

can be analyzed apart from any specific reference which it 

mig.lht have to the w^o^r-d. This is to say that the ivilitic 

dimension can be indicated formally (schematlidly), and 

that the syntactic dimension can be analyzed by itself; in 

other wwrds, an ideal language, and any ordinary language 

in principle, is a syntactic schema, or pattern of iymmors, 

which has been interpreted. Mien we ask for the description 

of the logical structure of an ideal llnillie, we are asking 

for the itr■•lctlrll analysis of a syntactic schema.

In brief, any syntactic schema is connsituted by 

four eltmenis.lJ

(1) Primitive symbbos. These are of two main types.

(a) Varables. These are uniittrprtttd marks or

l^ibid.. pp. 183-1&5* See also Bergmann, op.cct.,
pp. 36-3S.
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signs which upon intended ineerristneion will 

refer to individual ennities, or r^opostisi 

and relations of ennities, in the w^old: in 

the expression (x)(S„Dw ), "x" is an individual x x
variable, and "S" and "W" are property or 

predicate variables.

(b) Lolhcal operators. These are certain or

signs ierresenti]h words which have a purely 

logical (linguistic) function in language; the 

follosi.nh are a few common ones: which

itmijOizei ’’and"; "-W, which iymbblizsi "not"; 

”d", which symbboize’ "if.. .then". These are 

the logical "punctuation" of the syntactic 

schema, the signs which make it possible to 

combine variables in rattsrc’ which are unam

biguous.

Primitive sym^'bos, and symbols defined in terms of 

them, are the only symbols which occur in the schema.

(2) Logical syntax, the purely formal rule’ nccoi,dinh 

to which certain itmioli can Os combined with other 

sambos. This corrssrocdi to the hraranitical rule’ 

of ordinary language. For example, in customary 

usage among logicians the sequence !ox*w is jad 

syntax just as its approximate icesiristatioc, "not 

if...hhen cat (or dog, ghost, round, etc.) or" is 

bad grammar in ordinary language.
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The classical doctrine that substances are 

not predicated of substances is a part of logical 

syntax, as are the ldeoranirns against "mixing* 

catlgorils, for example, talking about coloured 

odours, or noisy colours.

(3) Axioms (or poiSuUatls). These are certain arrange-

of symbols which are regarded as maaytic.

The status or logical function of the axioms in the 

schema is analogous to the status of a proposition 

in ordinary language which is regarded as "self- 

evident" and at the came time syntheeic, in Ku's 

clncl the tn^m. The axioms of the schema are 

assumed quite arbitrarily.

(4) Theorems. These are certain other sequences of 

c^oIc which follow deduuCielly from the lxires; 

they are the "sentences" of the schema.

From this description of a stnaactic scelel we 

discover certain things about language. For lxleele, it 

is obvious that the "reach" o^ a language, the range of 

mUties about which it can speak, is a function of the 

number of individual constants (interpreted individual 

variables) which it has at its diicc^ol.! it is equally 

obvious that what can be said about these unities is a 

function of the number of predicate and relational variables

l^foifrid Seeiars, "Realism and the New kay of 
Word", in H. Feigl & W. Sd-lars, eds., Readings in 
Philosophical rnalytSs. (New York, 1949), pp. 429f.

disposal.it
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which the lnngunge has available. An ideal language has, 

by definition, iempnOic resources adequate to the woold, 

but ordinary eslolgungl does oot. For linppOe, we are forced, 

by the poverty of our vocabulary, to use the word ’all’; 

we crnnot give an exhaustive list of the individual things 

included io ’all', in mmst contexts, even if we wished to 

do so. This analysis a syntactic schema tOlrlfrrl

has ippOicntiroi for ontology: when we ask ourselves what 

things exist, we are rlnlly asking, t^hOcO are the undefined
1 d descriptive constants of the ideal language?"^

It is aopropoiaal at this point to take cognizance 

of ao obvious criticssm of the "stance" of the foregoing, 

argument; appaaenoly, the rnogl of vocabulary determines 

the extent of rlrliay, whoreas the more usual idea is tOrt 

the realm of rrnl things determines what words occur in 

language, tOna exists is io-aerpinoui with whaa can be 

talked about! This is a CorPl'niino revolution with a 

vengeance!

Io aoiw^l" it cao be said tOat the objection is

based on a confusion of meaning with samiing. Now undoubtedly, 

ao account of how meanings become attached originally to 

symbols mmst include some reference to the psychological 

rllntOoniOioi blawlln sy^l^c^o., user, aod thios itmboOized; 

boa to rliariia meaning to naming, or to a purely

17Ibid.. p. 427.

■^Bergmann, op.rit,. p. 239.

/ 
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pstchorogictl fact, is either to cornut oneself to an 

ontology of real essences, in the Platonic sense, or to 

make language so ambiguous as to be useless.^

From the analysis o^ the stnCactic schema, howewr, 

ue discover that mmaning cannot be thus restricted; indeed, 

it makes sense to speak of the meaning which attaches to a 

term by virtue o^ its syntax alone. For example, when we 

formulate a universal affirmative propositioc we are im^Pi- 

citly, by virtue of the word ’all’, prescribing for future 

uses of the distributed term; thus: 'Ml crows are black * 

contains an immpicit prescription for the use of 'crow*.

To make the same point, in a schema^c way, we might consider 

two patterns o^ iymPoOs, ~z>xv", and "(x) (A *~A„ ) •" The 

first of these is logical nonsense, but the second is not. 

This follows from the very syntax of the schema in which 

the various symbbls operate, entirely apart from any inter

pretation whhasoever. aspect of meaning is purely

formal; in fact, to say that a pattern of symbols is a 

pattern seems to be at least part o^ what is implied by 

the word ’means*.

Secondly, the analysis of language in abstraction 

from its use presupposes a language which is already 

operating; it meeely makes expPicit the rules whereby it 

operates, the skeletal structure assumed by the language

L^^e]^.^tri. op.cj-t.. pp. 42Sf.
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in order to enable it to function as a language. Thus 

the formal analysis can have nothing to say about the "real" 

woold, but can speak only of the world which is presupposed 

by the ^gu^^e as l: oppe^es;2^ that ts, Lt can give a 

list of the individual constants which connsitute the onto

logical cnmlet:eeets of the language. At the same time, 

however, it must be borne in mind that the world which we 

know is the world which we talk about; hence, in this sense, 

it is correct to say that the ontological question can be 

resolved in tet^es of the undefined descriptive conntants.

From the analysis of the synnactic schema we also 

discover certain things about "truth". Just as it is 

possible to specify the formal rules according to which the 

schema is constructed and according to which it can be said 

that tnt^es have meaning within the schema, ** so the formal
23coneitions for truth can be specified.* The notion that

20lbjd.. p. 443.
21This still leaves unsettled the problem of the 

relation of language to the "real" woold, or to state the 
problem in a more traditional way, the problem of perception. 
AAnaysis of schemata does not help in solving this problem; 
it can go only as far as the undefined variable, and can 
say nothing about how the variable ou* ht to be defined. 
AAnaysis ordinary language on the same pattern can £0
only as far as pointing out the cnmletmeees as to the nature 
of reality which it presupposes. We cannot get "outside of 
ourselves" even through language. But this is precisely 

linguistic analysis concludes, with its notion of the 
undefined primitive symebl; the seeaneic dimension of 
language requires extraling-niaLLc reference.

22Cel^^rs, op.cct.. p. 439.

^Ibid^ p. 442f.
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the formal structure of the schema speeches what kinds o^ 

statements cas receive the predicate ’true’ is not to be 

written off by saying that tOese propoostioos are true ana

lytically, asd 0^^ caooot really say anything significant. 

Io ooe sense chis is correct, of coiu’se, for the entire 

schema is tautolog^s. But this fact is far from insigni

ficant, for it means that every theorem mast be coherent 

with the axioms. The axioms asd syntax are thus impHrit 

norms for every theorem which cas be formulated witOio the 

system. No theorem which is oot coherent with the axioms 

is admiisiOle; it is thus formally false. he have here a 

rettaeeornt of the coherence theory of truth choaracterstic 

o^ Iieaaist oeraphotScs. This is not to say that coherence 

defines truth, but only that there is soothing in the 

coherence tOeory whic0 mast be accounted fH’2^

Io a thorough syntactic analysis we also discover 

that certain words such as 'true', 'means', ’iesignates', 

'refers', asd so on, belong not to ao ideal language but 

to language about as ideal language. They are lmrtainggUstic 

terms; there is nothing in the ’’real" wrld which they cas 

designate,*J or, to put it more accurately, they do oot 

occur in the list of individual, predicate, or relational 

variables of the ideal language. SucO words are part of

2410id., p. 442f.

21i0ii.. p. 431 . 
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the structlrt of the meValanguagi.2c

Another Smpprtait Smilicltioi of the analysis of 

the syntactic schema concerns the evaluation of meVaphisical 

lriUivns. This follows from the fact that the schema is 

in principle any language, that is, any coherent body of 

discourse which purjurts to be about the woold; or, with 

reference to meVaphysics in particular we would say that 

the schema is any coherent body o^ discourse which purports 

to map out the structure of reality* Hence the syinactic 

schema is, in principle, any meVaphiyScs.

be have spoken thus far as tiruii there were only 

mv ideal language. This is correct in the sense that it 

is the ideal o^ reason to conntruct a language which will 

be able to say everything which there is to say, or in other 

wwo'cls, to generate a meeaphiyical system which is all-
27 inclusive. Such a hope, irwsvvr, mig^ht be overly sanguine 

if we can judge from the factual situation: we have in 

fact several csmmlViig systems of meeaphhyics, each of 

which purpoots to be cosmic in scope, and each of which is 

able to ^count for the "errors" of its crmielitorr.* 2l

26Ibid.. p. 433.

z?AAfred Tarsk^ "T^ Semm^ic Connepliri of T^'^1lh". 
in L. Linsky, ed., Semmliici and the Philosophy of Lannwe. 
(Urban a, Ill., 195 2), p. 21.

2lS.C. ^ppe^ world Hyslotiees, ^erkele^ 1942 
1961), p. 100.

These diverse meeaphisical systems, m language
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schemes differ because they "fill out” the vari

ables in different ways, with different content, ana they 

begin with different axioms. It is precisely because of 

this fact that it is ilSehitmaes to criticize one m^e-a- 

physical system in terms of the categories of another system.^ 

The famiiiar distinction between icesrcal and external 

tritCcisi is thus m^ois than a gentlemen's agreement to "play 

fair"; it is a consequence of the very nature of a linguistic 

scheme.

We sum up the distinctions between systems of

meeaphyyic’ Oy saying that discrete catsgorsal schemes are
30autonomous.- Each categoreal scheme has i^pri<^2^■e nlrii

for what is adraiisiOle as "fact", for what kinds of state- 

iesti are true, and for what kinds of expressions can be 

mesnnicgfUly asserted.

One of the mmst ieiikinh examples of such legislation 

Oy a system's to^m^mimielCi is proviaed Oy the philosophical 

attiuude generally called logical rosi•eivim. One of the 

torner-’tons’ of positivism is stated Oy A.J. Ayyr:

For I require of an emmriical hypoOhhsii, not indeed 
that it should Os conclusively verifiable, but that 
some rlisij)Se sense-experience should Os relevant to 
the determination of its truth or falsehood. If a 
putative propooition fails to satisfy this principle, 
and is not a tautology, then I hold that it is meta
physical, and that, being meeapPhyscc1, it is neither

29Ijid.. p. 9$.

3"I0id.. pp. 51, 79!^ 9$.
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tr^ue nor f^se but Rurally se^t^f^ei^.^s.-^

Now when we attend to this principle ve find that 

it itself does not meet the criterion which it demands of 

other statements in order for them to Oi eee.lnng;gul. Is the 

principle then mllant^l.ess^ If the scope of the principle 

is intended to include the principle itself, then it is 

mellallnlle's; hence the scope of the principle must Oi limited 

Oy excluding the principle. But this raises the question of 

the status of the principle. It is not a telrree, since it 

is not derivable within its own system. It is neither a 

primitive symbol nor a rule of syntax. It is therefore an 

axiom.-'-

That the principle is noree.livl is readily seen; for 

lXlemPe, it excluoes as crgnitVle dis course Hl religious, 

ltencll a^ llsteetic discourse/3 and leaves serious 

doutrt the poisibilitt of maaing cognitive historical state- 

eents. PositivSsm is thus an im>oi(^^it eelapPetScs, and as 

such has buult-in standards of what can Oi true or eelnnnngul.3^ 

A closely similar analysis could Oi presented concerning the

3^A.J. Aryr, Language. ,Truth and Lornc, (New York,
195 2. Fir st published in 1935), p. 31. this is Aye er * s 
first statement of the criterion, and after critccSsm he 
altered it crmewhel, but not in its nene^ll import.

32ibjd., p. 16. Here Ayer treats the criterion as 
a definition, to escape the problem suggested above; this 
is in the preface to the second edition of the book.

33Ibid.. 31 102-120.

-^PpUDpr, op.cct., pp. 60ff.
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e^mprri^is't criterion of truth; the axioms of the oooStivesi’s 

scheme predetermine what propositions cao meeit the predicate 

’true ' •

Let us now sum^pnizl the argument of this chapper.

Oe have seen how persistent meeaphoyscal problems reappear 

from time to time io different dress; we have seen particularly 

how the problems of ontology, meeniog, and truth appear io 

linguistic philoipOy. The pattero of analysis of the syn

tactic schema has shown its value io the analysis of aoy 

coherent body of discourse. Our cimot ipportnnt conclusions 

in this chapter are derived by means of this analysis:

(1) discrete categorm! schemes are autonomous; and,

(2) criteria of truth are rllraiel to their respective 

category! schemes.

Oe must now rllnal these conclusions to the problem the 

rleaaioo Oi-wiio Myth and myths
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MYTH AND LANGUACE

In drawing conclusions from our analysis of language 

in the precedirg chapter ve restricted our remarks almost 

exclusively to pelaphiyics. It is obvious, however, that 

we might have spoken just as easily o^ a system of ethics, 

for exampPe. In such a system particular judgments depend 

upon antecedent principles in the way that theorems depend 

upon axioms in the syntactic ichiep.t Generalizing, we 

might say that a particular valuation^ system displays 

this same structure, with its particular axiological "slant" 

dependent upon what principles ic adopts as "self-evident", 

or perhaps "demorcirated" in another connext.

In Chis chapter we shall assume, on the basis of
2evidence advanced above, Chat the collection of pjrt.hs 

current in a given culture concsitltli a story of the woold, 

iHeebbrt ^ig^ "Midation and Vincdcatioc", in
W. Sellars and J. Hoosprs, eds., Readings in Ethical Theory. 
(New York, 1952), pp. 6733f.

One might object Chat ethical judgments are not 
deduced from principles, and point to the disparity between 
K^^n's categorical imppeative and particular moral judgmeens. 
Yet in every case the argument from maxim to judgment can 
be reconstructed in deductive pattern. (See Feigl, op.cct.. 
p. 676.)

2
ChhaPer I, especially pp. o-9, 23-25.
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asi more iooporant, ^^r^E^s.it^ut^(^ ao oblique statement of that 

cul-ture's axiological cnmmtmoens. Myy.hs thus tell what the 

world is ’’rrallt’, like, asd give as tccluot of man's relation 

ship to that reality. As a story of the world having a 

pecuHar axiological slant the coherent body of myths coo- 

st^tutes also a language system, already totltzed in 

principle in the preceding chapter; mjytOs correspond to the 

theorems io the syntactic scOmaa, whoreas Myyth, the fuoda- 

conceptions as to the content asd structure of 

reality, corr'espoois to the axioms. The MyXh thus provides 

the standards of right aod wrong, true asd false, We shall 

adduce evidence for this statement of the logical rrlaeilo- 

thil between Myth and ayyhs.

It is necessary first to make some remarks about 

procrdu’e. Io order to discover Myyth it is necessary to 

look for the ultimate appeals conOtined in my^s, that 

which is so basic that it is unquestioned, For rxtaoPe, in 

Mesopotamias civilization in the middle of the fourth 

oillmiua the lolitictl state was looked upon as a copy 

of a cosmic state; this view o^ the cosmos as a state was 

a basic, unquestioned philosophy of existence and civili

zation ,axioooaic in character.

be have—aod that is undoubtedly more than ao accident 
—oo early Sumoeits myth which sets as its theme tOie 
basic questions: Why is the universe a state? How 
dii it come to be one? Instead, we find the world 
state taken for granted. It forms the generally knows 
aod generally accepted background against which other 
stories are set aod to which they have reference, but
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it is never the main theme.

Myth is thus not talked about, in the way in which contemporary 

philosophy talks about its own pres^ppos^^s, but only 

’’shows through” in the deeails, particular myths.

It is also impp^n^ in this regard to remember the 

close connection bntwnee mjy-hs and ritual; hence we must 

turn not only to the narrative, but to the ritual expression 

of Myth as wwl-l.^ I: Ls awareness of the importance of 

ritual in ancient culture which prevents us from falsely 

assuming that myyhs, although reflectnig, a eeraphylical 

positon, are prima'ily cnecrrerd with speculative issues. 

It is the ieportrnce of ritual, also, which prevents us from 

< assuming,, when speaking of myths as a)neSituiien an oblique 

statement of a culture’s valuatioeal system, that we are 

concerned with value judgments in any trivial sense; on the 

conerrrl, the values Uch are the concern of a m^iyhi-cal 

woold-view are ultimate values. Ritual has to do wwth 

religion, and religion with the sacred and with "salvation", 

or the relating of men to that which is sacred. It is 

entirely correct, therefore, to speak of Myth as answering 

to man’s profoundly felt need for salvation. Thus, 

the m^hs of many peoples allude to a very distant 
epoch when men knew neither death nor toil nor suffering 
and had a boun^^l supply of food merely for the 
taking. In illo tempore, the gods descended to earth

^H. Frankkort, ed., The Ietellectnrl AAvvnnurn of 
Accent Man, (Chicrnn, 194<c» 19^4^)» p» 151.

^Eliade, Cosmos and History, pp. 13-20, 27, 76k.
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and mingled with men; for their part, men could easily 
mmunt to Olneen. As the result of a ritual fault, 
irrmppniccniroi between heaveo and earth were interrupted 
and the gods withdrew to the highest heavens. Since 
then, mengimist work for their food aod are oo longer 
imimr tta.

The mmyhOcal mid-view is thus a srterialogy which the myths 

aod rituals make ix^Hc!- aod lffiitiirui.

Oe might illustrate the argument by ao liappPe. The 

Babylonian New Yem's fliaierl was a commlex rOierenoie 

lniaing twelve days. It Oad as one of its main flnturli the 

reci-tation of aOe Enuma elis0, the Babylonian cmtioo e^c. 

The epic is essentially the story of the primordial combat 

between the god Mrduk aod tin female mrnit^]r, Tiamat, aOe 

waaery cOsos. Mrduk slays Tiamat—puas an end to cOsos— 

aod creates the cosmos from heir remains.

Through the rliittaion of the story creation was 

irmnpepraned; but noa only was it irmnpepraned, it was 

rltctualizld:

The combat between Tiamat and Marduk was mimed by a 
strulss.le between two groups of a^t^t^os^.... /This 
struggle/ noit only irm'npemrrned the primordial conHict 
between Pterduk aod Tiamat; it repeated, it actualized, 
the irsmpgony, the pniingl from iOnri to cosmos. The 
pyyhOcal event was present: ’’May he continue to conquer
Tiamat aod shorten her days!” the clllOrtnt exclaimed. 
The irmPon, the victory, and the Creation took place 
at tOta very mompen.

5Ibid.. p. 91*

gsee nbree, p.

?S.H. Hooke, ed^ Myth aod kituas■, (London, l?}?^ 
pp. 47, 50ff.

g
Biade, Cosmos and History, p. 56.
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The intent of the New Year’s festival is to abolish past 

time, and all of the sins and evils thereof, and to begin 

all things anew through the recreation of the world. At 

the mythical moment of creation, men are once more in contact 

with sacred reality.

Inhat elements of Myth are disclosed in such a myth

ritual complex? There is first, and most obviously, the 

idea of the repetition of the creation; the ordered world 

periodically returns to its primordial state, chaos, and is 

then renewed. There is also an idea as to the structure of 

time: the idea that the world can be periodically renewed 

is unintelligible without the presupposition that time is 

cyclic. The practical equivalent of the notion that time 

is cyclic is the notion that time is eternal. There is also 

an implicit devaluation of historical, or profane, existence; 

the myth-ritual complex reveals a desire to escape from 

profane existence, and at the same time it is thought to be 

efficacious in achieving this end, simply because the 

structure of reality is thought to be as the myths presuppose.

From other elements of the Enuma elish we discover 

one other very important aspect of the Babylonian Myth. As 

has been implied above, the primordial state of the universe, 

before there was even the idea of a sky above or firm land 

beneath, or any distinction between land and water, was 

watery chaos, khat is important to notice is that this state 

of the universe is prior even to the gods. The practical

Frankfort, op.cit.. p. 170.
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equivalent of this idea is the idea that the universe is 

itself eternal.

Taking all of these elements of Myyh together ue 

have a picture of an eternal cycle from chaos to cosmos, in 

which men and gods are bound up together, and in which for 

men a return to the time of creation is the pr^^f^e^lcial "pot 

of gold at the end of the rainbow". AAganst such a background, 

the my^hs and rituals are true and right, and their validity 

is guaranteed Oy the stiucturs of reality. To return to the 

mode of expression which we adopted in the preceding 

we might say that Myyh tonnSieutsi the rrs’uppooStion’ of 

a universe of discourse whose subject is salvation.

By connrasticg the Babylonian Myth with another the 

’truteurs both will Os clarified. An overwhelming mass 

of evidence has bssn gathered Oy ’choosr’ to show that 

Hebrew religion was permeated Oy mythhcal conceptions which 

were then current in Palest^s and Mees^taa^.10 Such 

cultural connection between the Hebrews and their neighbors 

is indicated at many in the Old Testament.

l0E.g., ses V..°.£. Oes’erls^ "Early Hebrew Festival 
Ritual’", in Hooke, op.cct.. pp. 111-146; or G. v.idengren, 
"Early Hebrew Myths and Their Interpretation”, in S.H. Hooke, 
sa., i-Myh, litual. and Kingship. (Oxxord, 1958), pp. 148-202.

Because such cultural interchange is a historical 

fact it is tempting to assies that where the same form 

appears, the same significance is attached to it also. It 

must Os pointed out, howt^s^E^s-, that this nssd not Os the
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case. Ic is weH known, for extppPe, that the CCiistitc 

CCristmts season coincides with the ancient pagan celebration 

of the winter solstice; but it would be absurd to say Chat 

the significance of the former is entirely explicable in 

terms of the ltCCer. Ic must be recognized that independent 

cultural development can take place alongside of outright 

borrowing of tlilc cultural foomsPs n looking for a 

Hebrew Myth, Cilrlfrrl, we must be guided pore by what the 

Hebrews said and felc about themselves than by formal 

sipilaa'ities between their complex and those

of their neighbors.

This means that we mpst look not only aC Hebrew 

literature which impPies ritual depending, formally at least,, 

upon the Meeopotamitn and Cctnttcte system, but

also at the literature embodying the ppture theological 

reflections of those v/ho were aware of the full implications 

of the religion of the Exodus and covenant tradition, for 

exappPe, the prophets, and the complieri of the Pentateuch, 

and the writers of Isrtee's history.

In ictlrlrlticg Hebrew iiitrit different scholars 

often place their main empla6es at slightly different points. 

For exampPe, John Bright regards the Exodus as the beginning 

of Iiitee*s history ts a natim, and he construes Hebrew 

history with the Exodus tradition as normptive for future

HlRooke, Myth and Rituat , p. 6. 
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religious dlVlIroeents in Israee’s history.Eichrodt, 

for the same reasons, stresses the idea of the crvennan•"'' 

Such differences in detail, erwevvr, serve only to empha

size the agreement on main themes, such as the Hebrew 

attitude to history. Thus Eichrodt says that

faith in the covenant God assumes the existence of 
a remarkably interior attiuude to history Just 
as this faith was founded in the first place on a 
fact of history...so history provides the field in 
which it is worked out in practice. *

In the same vein Bright says,

The God of Israel stands before us as me God... 
Israel did not believe eelelt that such a God existed;
she was convinced t^at this God had, in a historical 
act, chiosm hee»... ?

he might easily muuliply such scholarly opinion, and adduce 

much textual leidlncl from the Old Testament, but enough 

has Oiii said to indicate that me of the chhlaaCeeistncs

Hebrew thought was a pecul-iar attitude toward history.

This stress on history is perhaps somewhat astonishing 

in view o^ the fact that it is apparently not a primary 

concern o^ those who creeplld the creation stories in the 

first two chapperc of CeeneSs. Howwivi, the fact that the 

stories of creation stand first in the Pentateuch does not

■2BBrght, The Kingdom of God. (NaaSheill, 1953), 
pp. 27ff. _______ , A history of Israel. (Philadelphia, 195*9),
See Cheaper III in particular.

13k. Eichrodt, Theology of the „Old Te8tleela, trans. 
J.A. Baker, (Pheladelohia, 19hlJ, I, 18.

l^iiid.. p. 41.

■BBighh, The Kingdom of God, p. 26f.
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imply that a doctrine o^ creation was a central tenet io

Old Testament religion, in the seose that it was a doctrine 

entertained on its own imeits.

Faith in creation is neither the position oor the 
goal of the declarations in Geei., chs. 1 asd 2. 
Raa-her, the position of both tOm Yahwwst asd the 
Priestly document is basically faith in salvation 
aod election. They undergird this faith by the 
erst0^1ony that this Yahweh, who made a covenant with 
Abraham asd at Sinai, is also the creator of the 
woold, with all its astonishing conocn0rat^oo, ehrrr- 
fore, of the individual objects of its faith in creation, 
this preface Oas only as mcdlary function. It points 
the course that Cod took with the world unOil Oe called 
Abraham asd formed the comnmnnty; aod it ims this io 
such a way that Israel looked back in faith from Oer 
own election to the creation of the woold, aod from 
there drew the line to herself from the outermost limit 
of the ^otologicd to the center of the sotrrillliical.

It is necessary to distinguish here between logical 

asd chronological order. Von Rad has pointed out the fact 

that io the order of c0rloollgt the stories of creation were 

aided to the history for a specific theological purpose. 

^^^1)01665, it is by oo moans certain that the logical 

order is the same. It would seem the notion of a God who 

is able to act io Oittlrt in a decisive way, that is, a God 

who cas conOrol history, is not intelligible withiout the 

idea of God as creator, as this is expressed in GGnosis and 

also in DerUerioItaiah. ’’The monotheism whicli Oai bees 

iopUcit in Israels faith since Mo^j^«..:is now a self- 

consistent doccrioe: tOere is but ose Cod, beside whom no

10g. voo Rad, Gerorts. trass. J.H. Ma-a-ks, (London, 
1961), p. 44.
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other exists". This God is able to control hisbory because

he is the maker of all things. Thus the notion of God as 

creator is correlative with the notion of God as ’’Lord of 

history”. These ideas stand as the two pillars upon which 

Hebrew soteriology is supported.

In the Priestly account of creation there is still 

further evidence Which shows how great the distinction is 

between Hebrew and Babylonian thinking. For exampPe, the 

verb bara, ’create’, which was restricted speeifically to 

discourse about divine creative activity, impPies two things. 

FFrst, there is the idea o^1 the effortlessness of God’s 

creation of the world. God creates wFth a word. More 

impporant, this impPies also a distinction between God and 

creation.

The idea of creation by the word preserves first of
all the most radical essential distinction between 
Creator and creature. Creation cannot be even re- 
mooely considered an emaanaion from God; it is not 
somehow an overflow or reflection of his being, i.e., 
of his divine nature, but is rather a product of his 
personal will. The only continuity between God and 
his work is the Wood.1°

Secondly, there is the idea of creatio ex nihilo, since 

bara is never used in connection with the maanpulation of 

maatrral. God does not simply arrange a pre-existing chaos; 

there is no ’’primeval myytery of procreation from which the 

divinity arose, n^o^...a "creative" struggle of rnyythcally

^Bright, The Kingdom of boid, p. 139.

■fytad, G. von, op.c^.. p. 49f.
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personified powers from which the cosmos arose....

Such beliefs, of course, demand that God be trans

cendent to his creation. This means, praccically, that the 

universe itself is not thought of as being inherently sacred, 

either in part or in whole; "Yahweh is not in nature. Nether 

earth nor sun nor heaven is divine; even the most potent 

natural phenomena are but reflections of God's greatness".

The existence of the universe is contingent upon the 

ultimate reality, Cod. This does not imply that the created 

order is inherently corrupt; indeed, the Priestly account 

deliberately asserts that Cod saw that his work was very
21 good. At the same time, howevvr, it is very imppotant to 

note that the goodness of creation is not inherent; it, too, 

is contingent upon the ultimate good, God. Tiis conclusion 

is demanded by the notion o^ divine transcendence. Thus, 

although the created order is good, on an absolute comppaison 

between Creator and creation, the latter is valueless.’-^

This distinction between God and the world on the 

basis of value is exceedingly imppotant since it has 

soteriological immlications. It m^e^ns that the ultimate 

good for man, that is, salvation (“ making and maantaining 

contact with the sacred), is in the last analysis not man's * 20 * 22 

191bid.. p. 47.

20Frankfort, op.cit.. p. 367«

^Genesis lz^1.

22Fraikkoot, op^^., p.
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doing at ml but God's, since ultimate good, salvation, is 

not attainable in the universe, because the universe is not 

sacred in whois or in p^i^t, ife might say, then, that the 

notion of crsatio sx nihilo is of greater significance as 

ths startint point of a doctrine of salvation, a gospel, 

than as an nttouc1e of origin’ t iven for purely speculative 

reasons.

What elements o^ Myth are disclosed in these

creation narratives, and in the historical maatsial? There 

is first of all the notion of creation out of nothing, and 

the idea of the universe as Osin^ contingent upm God both 

for its existence and its value, and we might add, its 

salvation. Secondly, there is the idea of real history; that 

is, history composed of events made significant Oy the 

ictsrvsctioc in them o^ God. The prorhHts, in fact, conceive 

of history as a dialogue with Yahweh;

Historical fact’ thus become "situations” of man in 
respect to Gog, and as much they acquire a religious 
value that ^^1^ had previously Ossn able to confer 
on thsm.'-'

Time is thus composed of a series of events which are 

imppotant because they disclose the sacred; it is not an 

siienniallt mesnCinle’’ cycle. For the Hebrew, time progresses 

to a goal; this gives rise to eschatology, which is impposiOle 

in rriccirls in the Babylonian Myyh, since thsrs time is 

eternal.

2-EEiade, Cosmos and Histort. p. 104
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The Hebrew Myyh, like the Baabyoniao, is thus a 

picture of ’’reality’’, niirrdins to which the sacred is 

personal, purposive, source aod inlettioo of all aOta exists 

apart from Oipsilf. Hiitorictl existence is not ao evil; 

on the contrary, history is itself the vehicle of salentiro. 

Creation is not repeatable, but unique. Time is not eternal, 

but has a beginning and an end, aod indeed, a result. The 

universe does oot contain God, but is made aod sustained by 

Oim. These are the chief nrrppnive elements in Hebrew 

thinking. A^ganst such a background the oracles of a man 

like Arnos are true.

<e have selected four flatux‘li which are common to 

both the Babylonian aod Hebrew Myyhs; io both occur the 

ideas of creation, notions as to the structure of time, 

evaluations of history, aod ideas as to the extent of the 

universe. At this point the similarity stops, for io every 

case the respective inalrorlattiooi of these ideas are 

contrary if not contradictory. To use the tlrpinoeogt 

adopted io the preceding chapter we might say tOta because 

the axioms of the two systems differ, so do the oooiiiOiitiei 

as to the nature of the sentences which cao be formuuated; 

but since we are discussion axiological stitep;i, the practical 

consequences also differ,*as the diverse rieute emphases

2 AgKa^^l LTwith, speaking in a context which differs 
from the present one only io detail gives a grrd statement 
of the contrast between the two Myyh3: ”the ergicte place 
for a Cori^lti^ao treatment of coiporergcal problems is, indeed, 
not the universe but God aod man because the existence of 
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show: for exampLe, the Babylonian New Yeer's festival 

recreates the cosmos rnd overcomes time; the Hebrew cele

bration of the Passover celebrates rn act of God in time. 

Exanphes crn be PumpMed.

In this chapter we have' so^ht to provide evidence 

for the proporitloc that what we have defined as Myth is 

logically prior to particular mjrths rnd rituals, rnd in 

Chis way delmrciratl that the relation between Myth rnd 

m/yEh-itua! is to be interpreted as the same as the relation 

between axioms rnd therrepi in r syndetic schema. We have 

shown how certain features of two M^Chs tre simply assumed, 

rnd in this way function ts axioms; we have shown further 

some of the ways in which these axioms tre regulative for 

other statements or actions in the respective systems, rnd 

have concluded the demrciration by pointing, out some of 

Che ways in which the Myyhs rnd their respective practical 

consequences tre inconpptible,

he mmut now pass on to some of the IppPicatIons of 

Che entire argument.

the world depends entirely on God rnd its significance on 
man as the lluilrie of Cai's creation. Conceeiely, the 
logical place for r classical treatment of God rnd mtn is 
the cosmos, because ic is itself eCeictl and divine and 
connrols mm's nature tnd destiny”. (Meaning, in History,
Chicago, 1949, 1958, p. 160.)
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CONCLUSIONS

If the argument thus far is souoi asd the evidence 

has Oms correctly iotrrlrrtri there are ioplicatioos which 

have a bearing oo questions which arise io connection with 

various prograiries of ”demoteh0llgzing,’, or questions con

cerning the rrlaeino Ortwrro myth aoi truth. Before 

presenting details it would be tlproppiter to snmTmrizr 

very briefly the main points of the preceding chappers.

k.e first defined 'Myyh1 as the complex but coherent 

body of ideas which corlotitntr as understanding of the 

ultimate nature of reality. As such, Myth is logically 

prior to the overt linguistic forauuation of aoths. The 

chief chaaaaceeistic of Myth we asserted to be its iimOi- 

ficatioo of the real with the sacred. We next sketched the 

structural features of asy language by m^^ns of as analysis 

of a synOactic scOiema. From this analysis we concluded, 

chiefly, that iitcrrer catrgorrtl schemes are tntl)nlmous, 

asi that criteria of truth are contingent upon their 

respective categomal schemes. We then presented two M^hs 

to illustrate the affirmation that Myth functions io the 

wooli-view of which it is a part in the same way as the body

19
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of axioms functions in a synnactic schema.

Wat i^ppicati-ms can now Oi drawn from the problem 

of "demmtheOornzing"? It is, of c^iu'se, nepprsibll to 

discuss 0lmeyhe0oo.iznng( without making come reference to 

Rudoof Bultmann, whose famous essay, ’’New Testament and 
tyMotogy"! W^^t a host of oiroleec to We forefront 

of attention; not the least of these problems was the mater 

of a satisfactory definition of ’myth*, such as has Oiii 

our craclia also.

It has Oiii pointed out many times that Bultelaa*s 

use o^ the term is not conaSstlnt. He defines mythology as 

"the use of imagery to express the other woo’ldly in terms of 

this world and the divine in of human life, and the

other side in t^rms of this side”.* Agganst the lOlqulct 

o^ this definition Ronald Hepburn* ainuls that it is itself 

partly framed in eyWerogical llLagulg,l and is co wide in 

scopi is to include any pictorial, analogical, or sy^bool.cal 

spiicI. BuHman^ erwwlvr, wishes to distinguish Oltwlla 

eyWerogical and analogical speech. For lXlemPe, he regards 

statements about God’s action wwthin ’’the closed wwft of

1R. Bultenaa, "New Testament and ^^1101^^’, in 
H.W. Bausch, ed., Kerygma and My, t^ms. R. FUer, (New 
York, 1961), pp. 1-44.

2iO10.. p. 10, n. 2.

^R. Hepburn, "Bermthhrorizian and the Problem of 
Vallaity’’, in Flew and Mady™, eds., New ,Essays in 
Phelosoohical Theology. (London, 1955, 1961), pp. 229ff.
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history" as analogical but not eylhonoogcar, since "MyXho- 

logical thought regards the divine activity, wheelher in 

nature or tn history, as an ieinrfnreecr wwth the course of
I

nature, history, or the life of the scoul..."" AAPPrtnely 

bulteren’s original definition requires many qunrificrtines.

Ian HenednsonnJ on the other hand, argues that 

B^u.t^^i^n’s definition is too narrow. Henddrsne points to 

such menere phnenmnea as the Nazi of blood and soil,

and argues quite plausibly that such should be regarded as 

genuine myts«s. endersne’s cmmets rest on a failure to 

distinguish, unlike the definition of ’Myth’ which we 

proposed tn CChaPer one, 0ntwnne the function myth and

its connent. His remarks that "mmdem" myths are "ene- 

transcendent" ts whooiy accurate. One might with considerable 

justtficatocn go as far as to say that the distinctive 

features o^ the modern "secular" man are his idnnnificriion 

of reality with the spatio-temporal realm, and his assumption 

that all ultimate values (i.e., the sacred) are to be found 

in this realm; for exam^P®, secular man idenniftes deity 

with humaanty, tn so far as he reiries any concept of the 

sacred at all. It is, indeed, just such secular men whom 

Bultmaee has in mind when he nmeorks on his prnlgrmlmn of

^Bartsch, op.cjLt.. p. 197»

^I. Henedrsm, M^rtth tn the Nev/ Testrmene, (London, 
1952, 1960).

^Ibid.. pp. 52, 54.
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dempthhlogizing,' men who have repudiated notions of trans

cendence of the sacred.

This all has to do' -wth the content of Myth, however, 

and Bultmann seems to be aware of this when he says that he 

is not using myth "in that modern sense, according to which 

it is practically equivalent to ideology’’.!' Henderson, 

hoiivvr, in assertnng that Bultmann's definition is too 

narrow does not rest his argument on an appeal to the usage 

of ’myth* by commpeent anthropooooists, but apparently on 

the fact that the function of My’h, as we have described it, 

is the same as the function of the secular ideologies, such 

as those produced in n.neteentO-century France,9 or Nazism 

oir Maxism.

Heedeeson,s crit-ciiim at this particular point is, 

therefore, not too damaging for Bultmann has already pro

tected himmelf by stipulating, with some justification it 

siips, that ’myth’ connotes ’transcendence’; this raises 

other problems, howwver, and we have seen that they are dealt 

with by Hepburn.

John Maacuurrie, recognizing that B^ltmu^n's notion 

of myth needs much clarification, makes some attempts to 

salvage enough of the definition in order to make a case

7
Bartsch, op.cci.. pp. 3ff.

6lbid.. p. 1Cf.

9d.G. Chal^ton, ’’New Creeds for Old in Nineteenth-
Ccntury France’’, Caaiadian Journal o^ Theology, VIII, 4 
(Occober, 1962), 253-269.
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for ths r^lgi*am which Bultmacc is try’!!; to carry out. Thus, 

he point’ out that the difference between analogical and 

mythhoc^o^i.ca 1 language "lies in the fact that the ^j^lth gets 

Onken, its simmoUc character is recognized, and ths iymibOit 

wagery i’ refined and tends to je conccsruuaiied”.10 We 

might state this briefly Oy saying that myth is myth when it 

is Oelisvsd; iymmoOi and analogies, on the other hand, seen 

for what they are, are simply used. Aggnc, myth in Bultmmnn ’s 
usage is not to Oe confused with modern .’” Nor

is ^^SiO to Oe confused with legend. For Bult'menn, 'm^th' 

refs's

to the cennral ^0'3^!’ story of incarnation, ntlnemenc, 
resurrection, and sxaataezoc, represented as a cosmic 
drama of redemption. The word 'legend* is used of 
peripheral storieswhich serve to illuseiaee aspects of 
ths central myth.1i

Nor is myth cosmology; it might condi’ cosmology, Out it is 

not limited in intent to what cosmology would Oe in the
13modern wwo-ld.

Hence it seems fair to conclude that although 

Busman’ has not stated it wSI, He has a fairly stable 

notion of what He means Oy 'myth*.

If we were to criticize Him any fuie0ei on this 

point it would Oe because He appears to think that 'myth*

1Uj. Matuuaii.e, Tlie ^ope of Deemtho^^zing. 
(London, 19t>0), p. 206.

HIjid.. pp. 20bff.

12IOid.. p. 209f.

13ijid., pp. 211-214.
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^ipM^ *n<ot ’not ^^orical’.-^ In fact. ic ls tMs

notion that seems determinative of what is myth rnd what is

tot, gritting the other diiCitcClrti already made above.

taken together with Bultmann’s apparently strong con

victions as to the need of modern men for the CCiistitt

gospel, is vwaatc impels him to his prognanme of dempyhhrorizicg, 

which is simply r certain type of ictlrlrltaCioc of mpths. 

Thus, he says,

objective 
pan 's

The real purpose of myth is not to present an 
picture of the world as iC is, but to express 
understanding of hipssef in the world in which he lives. 
Myth should be lctlilrltld not cosmororiictlt, but 
tttirrporogicallt, or better still, existentially* '

This is necessary since, according to Ba Itmann, ’’the kery^pir

is incredible to modern man, for he is convinced that the

myOdcal v^w of the world is ^30]^.”Mocidrn man

cannot accept the kerygmr because of its myyhorogical 

(“fantastic, incredible, untrue) trappings.

Deemthirooizing in bultmann’s hands is thus not 

interested in getting rid of myth just because iC is myth; 

it has in view the positive end of ittlrlilCitg the myth into

peentngful language by ittlrlilticlg it existentially.

w-hhit is existential ittlililtttiot as Bultmnnn

thinks of ic? It its widest setse, existential ittlrlrlCaCiot 

is the understanding' of r text it such r way that one is

•^Hepburn, mcci., p. 235 •
MatpPheson, op,cci., pp. 31, 46. 

■■Boatich, orpcci., p. 10.

’^Ibid.. p. 3. Kalks it the or^^al. 
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presented wwth the oooiib01iey of making a decision io one’s 

iitutairo; for liample, ooe mif ht take seriously, aod 

therefore act upon, ethical insights derived from the New 

^stament. DeeythhOegSzingl, Oriivvr, differs srmee/hat from 

existential intlrorlataioo as thus broadly construed, for it 

denies aOna myths have aoy rbOlitiel I•eferencl at all; my^Os 

make no claims, and have oo value, beyond their existential 
. . 10significance. A few liamplei of ’’demyyaoOor ized" t;l^]^ps

are helpful at this point. Thus ’faith’ means ”to opeo 

ourselves freely to the future”.^ ’Sio’ is ’’The old quest

for visible security, the tiankering after tangible realities, 

aod the clinging to araoiiarry obOecCs....”19 Statements 

about Jesus’ orl-liistence, aod ierriei of the Virgin birth 

are ataeppai to assess the meaning of Jesus for a CCorstiao 

underittoeins of human liiitloie.

Now despite Bultpann’s defective definition of ’myyh’ 

we cao see from these linmplli just the sort of programme 

which Oe intends by the word ’dempyahrerSziog’. We can see, 

in particular aOta it involves the filling out of the 

uniquely CCorstito categories with a certain specc-fic content. 

Such a orrg,apnml is admirable io ioaloairn, but highly

l^Mtiuaarre, op .cd., p. 15. 

^Ibid.. p. 10f.
BaaticO, oqj.cct.. p. 16. 

l90arasi0, op.cct., p. 19* 

20Ibid.. p. 35.
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questionable in execution. 'The first question which tritrs 

is that of criteria, by what possible ttanitrdt is ose able 

to say that a > iven iotrxprreatioo clrmllrelt» aoi adequately 

asi accurately fills out the Chorstiao categories in question? 

To use the more precise, tOnugO more technical language of 

logical analysis, we ask, by what criteria doee T-ultraso 

cOnse to ioerrlrre his primitive symbols by drawing, upon 

Heideguer^ existentialist analysis of human existence? &e 

would oot wish to oeoy that Biltmann’s use of such analysis 

is highly iiuuoinating to our own existential understanding, 

io the bro-ai sense indicated above, of the Hew Testament; it 

is questionable, however, whoeher such existential under- 

ttasiiIg lrrtnplltrt drmotholol,gzing, in the sense that 

certain narratives aoi expressions are designated as mytho

logical asi theo, ipso facto, denied objective reference of 

aoy kind. It is highly likely eOte here Lultmaso has allowed 

alien criteria of loltsbOliet t,o i.nflues.ce his ^rrmenutuc.*!

bultmaos appears, therefore, to Oe criticizing one 

conceptual scheme in terms of another; Oe is criticizing the 

CCorstian Myyh, whicOi is integrally bousi up with the Hebrew 

Myth outlined in the preceding chapter, in terms of criteria 

which are drawn from a acehhrSitic world view with its notion 

of inviolable causal law** operating in a closed universe of 

impermeable atoms. But it is a direct consequence of our 

^Henderson, ndt.. p. 46.

2 Baftsc}!, cHi^cit*. p* 4f«
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analysis of the syntactic schema that such external criticism 

is invalid, simply because the tv.o systems in question appeal 

to different standards of truth. To use the technical termi

nology again, they interpret their primitive symbols in 

different ways and begin with different axioms; they have 

different ontological commitments, and are thus about 

formally different ’’worlds”.

It is failure to understand the logical status of 

Myth in a mythical world-view, and an uncritical assumption 

of criteria of truth which have their primary currency in 

another world-view which leads Bultmann to the belief that 

myths are untrue. This immediately suggests the question, 

Is aemythologizing possible, at all? As usual, everything 

depends on definition. On any definition of the term ’myth’, 

existential interpretation is possible, in the broad sense. 

But for this one does not need to come to the radically 

negative ontological conclusions which seem implicit in
oi 

Bultmann’s notion of demythologizing. However, if we are 

speaking of Myth, and our argument in this paper is sound, 

then demythologizing means not merely existential inter

pretation, but a complete excision of axioms, as axioms, 

altogether. To ask for a ’’demythologized’* kerygma is to 

ask for a soteriology with no presuppositionsJ But a 

language without presuppositions is a logical impossibility.'

2^Macquarrie, op.cit.. p. 19»

24See above, p. 33, n. 14.
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It is to B^u.tm^i^n’s credit that he refuses to make his 

definition of ’myth* so air-tight as to compel him to this 

self-cnetrrdictntl position.

ke have from time to time suggested that men who, 

like Oultmree, assume that myths are untrue, ficiitnons, 

are begging the question. At the same time we are aware of 

the trihet common affirmations that ’’myth is a way of 

cnmmniccrieg, truth thitt cannot be cnmleueiatnd in any other 

way". ke here come to the trihet large question of the 

tnlriine Ontwnee "myth" and "it'uih". This ts by no means a 

simple problem, and we shall be able to conertinte no more 

towards a satisfactory solution than to point out certain 

teePicattnes of our argument tn the preceding chapPers.

We have already shown reasons why, tn the tnietesis 

of precision, it ts useful to speak not o^ ’’truth", but to 

regard the word ’true’ as a meiriegllUstic predicate whose 

use can be accurately specified. i We have also shown that 

such linguistic rules arc to be treated as rxtom5. But it 

ts chaaraCiersttc of axioms to be independent of the symmboic 

system of which they form a part; that is, the axioms are 

not dneonetrable within the system. The question whether 

they are ’’itue" or "false" is thus a commpleely different 

mat-er from the truth or falsity of theorems in the system, 

and co^mpl^t^^ly different criteria must be used. briefly, 

the test of the latter ts that of the coherence of prnponiti.nes 

within a system, whereas the test of the former ts the

atove, p. 39
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adequacy of the entire system itself.

Jow if, as v^e have maintained, Myth is axiomatic, 

then whether a particular myth is true or false is not to be 

determined by an appeal to extraneous criteria; to appeal to 

positivist standards of cognition, for example, in order to 

say that a myth is false is to beg the question, for the 

issue which must be settled first is the relative adequacy 

or inadequacy of the Myth, and, indeed, the relative adequacy 

or inadequacy of the set of axioms which define the positivist 

temperament. The chief question, therefore, is what is 

involved in the notion of "adequacy".

It might be objected here that we are neglecting 

the role of "obvious empirical data" in the construction or 

criticism of a world-view. In answer to this objection two 

things can be said. First, it must be granted that "empirical 

data" are "obvious" in the sense that they are there, "right 

before our noses”, so to speak; but concerning their 

cognitive significance, they are not at all obvious.'-0 he 

must certainly gi'ant that the worlu of common-sense data, 

the world of loj ically atomic facts, is in the sense indicated 

obvious; but the structure of the world, the possible 

connections between atomic facts is not obvious. To put the 

matter briefly, perception is not knowledge; on the contrary, 

a cognitive judgment entails empirical data which are very

2kpepper, >>orld Hypotheses, pp. 26-29.
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• 27highly 'elined. T^ms, although the world of tlmmlnss^r^lie

experience is the eImrzical core of aLl w^o^ld-views, it is 

in many fucdnmenCal respect’ differently iegni>dsd Oy each.

Secondly, co^r^’-ti^on is clccsicsd with elucidating 

ths underlying structure of reality. A ssrld-vies of any 

kind is much more clcceined with ths eiienCial, rather than 

the aesthetic, in the ettmoOolecal sense of the term in 

which it signifies the unc!dffsr•sntZaesd perceptual field. 

This means that judr)minti coherent with the axioms of the 

language are of much greater cognCtzvs significance than the 

islaeivelt low-level judgments of clmlmonSinvSie. In other 

words, common sense doss not legislate for tlmmrihensive 

Hypooheses.

Now if, as we Have ciaantainsd, ths various Mythhcal 

sslld-vzs1wi can Oe analyzed on the rat'tsrc we Have suggested, 

there are two imirications which Osar directly on the maaters 

just discussea. First, myths, as thso'ems, are true in so 

far as they ars in actoidnnce with their Myth. This we Have 

already pointed out." ’ ' Secondly, what we Have ^^8’ of as 

the tllmlmlcsenie realm, the realm of uncciticizsd experience, 

can neither establish nor refute a Mytthcal w^o^ld-vi^e^w; it 

provides nothing Out ammiguous, raw data which are inter

preted (explained, evaluated) Oy the Mytthcal w^o^]Ld-vi^f^w,

27lOid., pp. 39-59.

2^See above, pp. 25» 34-36, 45-47, 50» 57 
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which is in fact a highly commlex aod coherent structural 

hypoohesis with a specific iotlrirlrsiinl intent.

This is not to say, Orwievr, tOtt the realm of 

irIMlPOosenie experience has nothing to say io aoy way 

wwoaever about what can be constructed upon its eelieertoies. 

Although the data supplied by this realm are raw aod am

biguous, they are, oevelt0elesi, data; although they might 

seem to fit with equal ease into diverse ioaerorlaiel 

schemata, yet they do fit such schemaa, and vhore they do 

not fit, it seems, inadequacy is ioeiittle. Briefly, the 

raw aod amPigurui data of the i'ommponseoil realm do not 

give us ao unequivocal ’yes’ to our attempts to construe 

them in different ways, but they do seem to give us an 

unequivocal ’no’ in the erng ruo if we make mistakes. Thus 

the assertion of the equivocal nature of irm^ponsi^nie 

experience does not obviate tin oooiiiOiiey o^ knowledge; 

furthermore it is in accord with the facts of the history 

of philosophy, aod of religion, aod of science.

V.e have now seen that a myth can be ’true’ or 

’ftlie,, but we have sCso seen the extent to which these 

predicates are epatiClUatld. v.e have seeo tOtt the appeal 

to unociticized "ftiti" in order to refute or establish 

Myth is a questirn-Oessios procedure, he are left with just 

one means of appraising Myyti, 0^1^ its rlltaiel adequacy.

When we speak of the adequacy of a conceptual scheme 

we mean its adequacy to facts. *• 7 "Fact" is itself a
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lro0lemptic terp; it is probably quite correct to sty that 

one of the prime ppoives for the conntrlctiot of meeaplhtScal 

systems is the desire to sty what "facts” "really” rre. For 

our own purposes, irwvvvr, we cnt regard ’fact* as the te'rm 

which denotes those things which are given it the encounter 

of the silf with the & conceptual sc^me

adequate to the facts, it Chis setse, when it maps out the 

encounter of the self v. wth the wold, to use r geographical 

melaphor, without omiititg large tiers of the Ceiialc, or 

insisting on drawing the outlines of natural features 

according to some preconceived totirts of how they should 

look.

IC is, of course, difficult to speak of the illtCiel 

adequacy of different conceptual schemes from r neutral 

point of view, since as we have 110111^ seen there is always 

r debate as to what "facts” are; furthermore, the notion of 

adequacy seems to contain r leihtli unavoidable tlllrlrfcictl 

conncoatiot; r scheme is adequate with respect to some 

purpose. But Chis pilslploiei prior vnlue-copmitpeets. To 

say Chis is tot to imply Chat adequacy is r brd test, or 

that it is regrettable that different ictlipilCttiocs of 

"fact” nnn different value-judgments are involved. On the 

contrary ono might rrgue that such differences serve r good 

dialectical purpose, enabling the clianr understanding of 

respective conceptual schemes rnd their iPillcatircs, for

29^^ A. HlUchiirt, Faith, Reason, rnd Exxstetce, 
(Nev/ York, 195<b), P- 13*
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certainly on asy ioerrlrrtaeioo of "adequacy" at least a part 

of it will be to the effect tOat a £iven conceptual scheme 

is not adequate if it cannot conserve the human values wicO 

other schemes enshrioe.

At least ose other thing can Oe said about the test 

of adequacy* A scientific hypoohesis proves its experimental 

value not only woen it subsumes uoier it certain emoliical 

data, asd thus ''explains" tOeo, but when it points to new 

data whose connortilos Oai not hitherto Oeeo as wen under

stood. This is a particular tlplicttilo of the idea that 

the ultimate test of adequacy of asy conceptual scheme must 

Oe its ability to unify the entire range of the area of 

human experience which is its specific concern, aoi also 

its ability to stimulate asi iiu^oioate man's efforts to 

understand hiostef aoi his relationship to what is.

How, theo, io we apply the erte of adequacy to Myth? 

we have pointed out three ways in which we might think of 

adequacy; first, adequacy to fact, io the seose indicated; 

second, conservation of human values; third, unification 

of experience ani ilUuointtiln of the iogg0tive venture. 

It is obvious that these three are tOum ways of speaking 

about the saae thing, tOree points of view connected by a 

common concert* Io applying the test of adequacy to Myth 

we muut bear in aisi that the distinctive contest of Myth 

is the identification of the sacred with the real; the 

practical consequence appears in what cas Oe called, lllsrlt, 

the ritual systems consequent to Myyh, otoelt, the effort oo 
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the part of man to attain and maintain contact with the 

sacred reality. Hence any test of adequacy must take into 

account the fact that Myth has a specific soteriological 

intent. It is for this reason that the realm of common

sense ’’facts" with which Myth is concerned is primaaily 

that of human values as opposed to what might be designated 

as the speculative venture; this distinction, of course, 

appears to be relatively modern, and quite imppssible in an 

age when "facts" ana ’’values" were referred to the same 

reality.

We will give one example as an illustration. The 

notion of free, self-conscious personhood is an integral 

part of the Hebbew-Christian M^h. Ve in the western world 

hold this as a fact of our experience; we regard it as an 

ideal for which education should strive; we regard personal 

freedom as a value to be defended at high cost. UnciesUbedly 

the notion has more than one source, historically; yet the 

Hebbew-Christian Myth conserves this human value, this 

apparent fact of experience, and greatly illuminates it by 

fitting it into a conceptual scheme of cosmic scope. This 

Myth affirms the value of personal action, and by

implication, personal rbtpooiSbility; Myths like the 

Babyyonian, on the other hand, find this abhoorenn, and 

affirm the value of the imitative, archetypal action.

At this point one's choice of Myth is a function of 

one’s evaluation of the notion of free, self-conscious

pertsnhssd; it seems that we must pose the alternative in 
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this way. But it seems also that by the very fact of being 

able to pose the rltetna.iive as an rliet•eritve, we have 

terlll moved Onynee the point when we could terlll choose; 

in effect, having bnne made aware that there ts a choice, 

we have already made the decision in favour of free, self

conscious prtsnehond. This has now become a fact for us, 

and we must find for it a conceptual scheme which ts congennal 

to it.

Wat ^elriine, then, is there Ontwnne "myth" and 

"truth"? We have seen that this ts not at all a simple 

question. It ts a direct iemPicattoe of our entire argument 

that there ts no final solution to the problem of the "truth" 

Myyh, but only a progressively dearer use of Mjyth as 

an ieiet,pteiive schema applied to the wwrld in which nen 

lives and acts and knows as a free, responsible person; Lt ts 

a direct tmmPicatine of our argument that tente• is a final 

solution to the problem of the "truth" of mmth, but this 

problem and its solution have turned out to be relatively 

trivial. When we say that "myth is a way of cnmlmuiccrieg 

truth that cannot be cnmleneccltnd in any other way" we are 

tn danger of confusing logical coherence with adequacy to 

experience. In principle, no Myth ts ’true’ or ’false’, 

but every Myfh ts more mr less adequate, and at the level 

of phnnomnnn0loncal analysis, every Myth stands as an 

invitation to enter into the worlu through it.
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